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1 Introduction 

The large storage ring HERA (Hadronen-Elektronen-Ring- Anlage or Hadron- 
Electron-Ring-Accelerator) has been completed at DESY (Hamburg). The 
large detectors Hl and ZEUS should be rolled in early 1992. The first. col- 
lisions for physics studies are scheduled for spring 1992. In contrast to the 
electron-electron or hadron-hadron colliders for which several generations 
exist since more than two decades, HERA is the first electron proton stor- 
age ring ever built. Electrons and protons of nominal energies E, = 30 GeV 
and Ep = 820 GeV will collide head on. The centre of mass energy is: 

s”’ = (4E,E,) I’* = 314 GeV (1) 

This is equivalent to an electron beam of 50 TeV impinging on a fixed 
hydrogen target. The beam energies can be varied, while keeping a sufficient 
luminosity, within the followinglimits : E, = lo-35 GeV and Ep = 300-1000 
GeV. 

The design luminosity is 1.5.10 31 cm-2 s-1* The total luminosity ac- 
cumulated per year and per experiment could thus reach 100 pb-‘. HERA 
is also designed to produce longitudinally polarised electron or positron 
beams. A  very detailed view of the physics expected at HERA will be pro- 
vided in the proceedings of the workshop on HERA physics to be held at 
DESY in October 1991 [l]. 

This lecture will present some salient aspects of the physics potentials 
with a strong emphasis on the new domain offered by HERA at very small 
z, the momentum fraction carried by the struck quark inside the proton. 

In the next section (section 2) the theoretical motivations and ques- 
tions raised by Quantum Chromodynamics i3 this new domain will be 
approached at a phenomenological level. Deeper theoretical grounds on 
small x physics are given in the lecture of R.Peccei in these proceedings. 
Section (3) is devoted to the measurement of z and QZ in t.he whole accessi- 
ble domain at HERA energies &om the scattered electron and hadron flow 
laboratory variables. In section (4), the various experimental methods to 
extract the gluon distribution are described. Other physics opportunities 
to test. the standard model are briefly given in section (5). Finally, section 
(6) is devoted to a few examples of processes not expected by the standard 
model but within reach at HERA. 

2 Small x physics 

2..1 Motivations 

I 

The I and Q’ dependence of parton distributions at very small t (z < 0.01) 
is one of the most promising domains in QCD. In this new regime the evo- 
lution equations must go beyond the usual LL(Q’) perturbation approx- 
imations and reach the saturation region [2] 131. Small  x deep inelastic 
scattering probes QCD in a regime at the frontier between the well known 
perturbative domain and the almost unknown non perturbative domain, 
usually described by Regge trajectories. The small t domain at HERA is 
an access to the onset of non perturbative physics. 

Furthermore, at the fut.ure proton proton colliders, partoh distributions 
at small z are of utmost importance to predict signal and backgrounds of 
many processes, such as heavy flavors productions, jets etc. The behaviour 
of the parton distributions at small r is also crucial for many physical 
processes at present accelerators : 

l Shadowing in deep inelastic scattering (EMC effect). The attenuation 
of the cross section on heavy nuclei at small z (z < 0.05) is attributed 
t.o gluon recombinations involving several nucleons 131. 

l Central rapidity region of heavy ions collisions. Initial energy density 
depends on the square of the gluon density at small z. 141. 

. Production of minijets in high energy proton collisions. Cross sections 
are large, in the millibarn range, but calculable, because involving 
hard scattering processes at virtualities of a few GeV [2,5,6]. 

A bett.er understanding of the small z partons may also give some clues 
to approach some well known non perturbative phenomena as rising of the 
total cross section nucleon-nucleon or even confinement. 

2..2 Kinematics 

Deep inelastic scattering of leptons on nucleons is an inclusive’process which 
depends on three variables : s, Q* and z. s is the square of th energy in the 
centre of mass. Q*, the square of the four-momentum trans I er, defines the 
resolution by which the electron probes the short-distance structure of the 
nucleon; z, the Bjorken scaling variable, is the momentum fraction carried 
by the struck quark inside the nucleon. It is also sometimes convenient. to 
use y which describes, in the rest frame of the proton, the energy transfer 
from the incoming to the outgoing electron. These variables are uniquely 
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defined in terms of I, 1’ and P, the four-momentum vectors of the incoming 
lepton, the outgoing lepton and the incoming proton respectively (Fig. 1). 

where q = 1 - I’. 

Q* = -(I - ,‘)* 

* = Q*IW’q) 
Y = (PQ)I(P4 (2) 

These variables are trivially related by 

Q* = szy (3) 

From the equations (2), it is straightforward to see that the scaling variables 
T an y are always between 0 and 1. For a given Q’, the lowest z value is 
then : z,,, = Q’/a. At HERA energies, it is possible to reach I = lo-’ 
for Q* = 10 Get”, a new domain at very small z, which is 100 times lower 
than in fixed target experiments. 

2.1 Evolution equations 

The structure function of the proton is one of the masterpieces of QCD. 
It is well known that only the Q2 evolution and the asymptotic limits are 
sofar given by the theory. We review below the theoretical predictions in 
the HERA domain. 

2.1.1 Altarelli-Parisi equations 

In the kinematic domain sofar accessible to fixed target experiments (i.e. 
z > 0.05 for Q* = 10 Ccl’*), the Q* dependence of structure functions 
is dictated by the perturbative QCD evolution equations of (Dokshitzer- 
Gribov-Lipatov) Altarehi-Parisi 17][8]/9]. For Non Singlet structure func- 
tions FNS(z,Q2) (i.e. non flavour symmetric), the Q2 derivat,ive at T de- 
pends only on the quark densities at momentum fractions above I; but 
for Singlet structure functions F’(z,Q’) (i.e. Aavour symmetric) the Q* 
derivative depends on both the quark and the gluon densities : 

@‘NS(+ Q’) = 
a14Q2) 

*J; $’ F”‘(y,Q’)P;‘(;) (4) 

+2w%,Q'P,S,(;) 1 (5) 

Y’. 2 : Neutral Current 
W : Charged Current 

Figure 1: Basic diagram for deep inelsetic scattering. 

I 
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W=, Q2) 
ain 

= 9 J,’ $ FS(y, Q2)P;( ;) 

+G(y,Q’)J’;(;) 1 
where the Pqp, Pp, and P,,, are the AP splitting functions, nf is the number 
of flavours and zG(t, Q2) is the gluon distribution. The Q2 evolution of the 
Structure Functions F2 and zF3 give rise to scaling violations which have 
been successfully tested in the most precise fixed target experiments [lO][ll] 
(for a more detailed discussion see the lectures of T. Han&Kozanecka and 
F.Sciulli in these proceedings). The scaling violations arise from the resum- 
m&ion of a series of ln( Q2 /p2) which is a priori only valid in the kinematical 
domain of the Leading Log Approximation (LLA( Q’)) defined by : 

a.(Q2)ln(Q21Qi) - 1 
a.(Q2)ln(l/z) < 1 

a.(Q’) K 1 (7) 

We can see that the LLA approximation should hardly hold already at. 
Q2 = 10 GeV’ and z = 0.01 where a,ln(l/t) w 1.2 . 

The AP linear evolution equations have been originally derived from 
a renormalization group analysis of the operator product expansion 1121. 
However, it is important t.o note that there is an other approach to the 
same evolution equations where quark and gluon ladders are summed, as 
illustrated on Fig. 2. In this summation, gluons have ordered longitudinal 
momenta (momentum conservation) but also strongly ordered transverse 
momenta 

2.1.2 Lipatov equations 

At very small I, but moderate Q2 (see Fig. 3), another gluon evolution 
equation, still linear but which is in Leading Logarithms (l/z), has been 
derived by Lipatov and collaborators [13] in the kinematical domain defined 
by : 

XP k, 

I 

x,P IiLl-- 

x2 p I! b 

Xl p 1 klT 

Figure 2: gCD ladder diagram describing the evolution of the gluon distri- ., ., 
hution of a proton of 4-momentum P. The contribut,ion of quarks has been 
ncglrct~cd for clarification. 

a.(Q2)ln(Q2/Qi) K 1 
a.(Q2)ln(l/z) - 1 

a.(Q*) K 1 (9) 
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Llpatov 
equatlon 
x-90 

92 - Q,” 
LUl/xl A 

Gribov. Levin. Ryskin 
x + 0.92 >> Qo’ 
LL (1 /x) A+ LL(Q2) A 

Alta~elli-Parisi equation 
x- 1, Q+>Q; 

LuQ2) A 

I- = Pn Q2/A2 

Figure- 3: Theorrt.iral rrgimrs for dcrp inelastic structure functions 

Following the notations of ref 121, the Lipatov evolution equate for the 
gluon can be writt.en in the form 

f(x,k2) = f0(r,k2) t jdk”K(k,k’)i’$&,k”) 

where 

axG(x, Q2 1 f(x,k’) = aln(Q2) b=ka (11) 

and where the kernel 

30, 2 
K(k,k’) = ;’ 

1 
&‘2 , &,2 _ &2 , - P(k’)a(k’ - k”) (12) 

with 

ptk2) = / $ ( / &‘2 : &2 1 - (4&” &l/2 (13) 

The non perturbative term f”( z, k2) represents the unknown gluon proton 
coupling which is expected to vanish at k2 = 0 and to be independent of 
T in the small T limit [IS]. We not,e that the singlet quark contribution to 
the gluon evolution has been omitted; this approximation is justified since, 
as we shall see in section 4.1 the quark contribution to scaling violations is 
minute at * < 10m2. 

As in AP evolution, the evolution at small I can be described as a 
branching process in the initial state, but with different. orderings 1171. In 
Lipatov equation, the evolution is written before the integration over the 
transverse momenta has been performed. In the parton chai,n there is no 
strong ordering in kiT but a strong ordering in z, 

The phase space has been opened. As we shall see in the next section, this 
will have direct impact on the final states. 

2.1.3 GLR equation (flrst part) 

The kinematical domains of validity of Altarelli Parisi and Lipatov evolution 
equations are a priori quite distinct (Fig. 3). However, transition between 
both regimes must be smooth. Gribov Levin and Ryskin have proposed a 
new evolution equation for the gluon, the so-called GLR equation, which 
involves linear and non linear terms 121. We shall come back t.o the non 
linear part in paragraph 2.1.6. 
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As to the linear part of the equation, the gluonic part of the Altarelli 
Parisi equation has been corrected to include the kernel of the Lipatov 
equation. At large Q’: the linear term becomes the exact AP equation. At 
very small z only the Lipatov kernel survives. The kinematical domain of 
validity of the GLR equation extends the theoretical regime of perturbative 
QCD down to small T and large Q2 (Fig. 3). 

2.1.4 Quantitative comparisons 

Although the domain of validity of the AP equations should not ext.end a 
priori down to x below - 10m2, it is of practical interest to compare quan- 
titatively AP and Lipatov evolutions in the HERA domain. It is not yet 
possible to study the solution of both equations by rigorous analytic calcu- 
lations. However, in the Leading Log approximation, the two equations can 
be described by a factorised structure where the evolution is a chain of sub- 
sequent decay processes (splitting) in which partons become slower (smaller 
r) (Fig. 2). Such a representation can be used in Monte Carlo programs, 
thus allowing quantitative estimates. The gluon struct.ure function and the 
multiplicity of emitted gluons were studied by Marchesini and Webber 1161. 
Results are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 for two types of input distributions 
at Q’ = 5 GeV’, a flat distribution and a steep I variation respectively. 
From this study we can draw three conclusions : 

1. AP and Lipatov evolution equations give similar results on the gluon 
inclusive distribution over a wide range of Q2 and r, especially in the 
HERA kinematical domain. This similarity is due to a fort.uit.ous can- 
cellation of leading higher-order corrections which occurs in inclusive 
variables [ 181. 

2. There are clear differences, which should be observable, in the asso- 
ciated multiplicity and distributions of emitted gluons between the 
results of the two types of input distributions and between the results 
of the two types of evolution algorithms. 

3. The l/4 behaviour of the gluon distribution is stable under Q2 
evolution in the two types of evolution equations. Starting from a flat 
distribution in x, the Q2 evolution is fast, the I dependence becomes 
steeper and steeper to reach a l/J; behaviour. Starting from a l/G 
behaviour, the x dependence evolves moderately with Q2. 

2.1.5 Asymptotic behaviour 

The numerical agreement between Lipatov and AP on the evolution of the Figure 4: Monte Carlo rest&a for B flat input structure function, 
gluon distributions does not mean that the two equations are valid at very zF(z, Q2) = A(1 - 2)” [16]. 
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Figure 5: Monte Carlo results for a steep input structure function, 
zF(z, Q2) = AZ-“(1 - z)‘, with p, = 0.626 [M]. 

small x. Let us study the asympiotic limits when z goes to 0 i From the 
standard AP equation it can be derived that in the small z  limit the gluon 
distribution should behave as : 

(15) 

where 

and 

QZ t=lnln- 
AZ 0’4 

y-In1 (17) 2 
The total scattering cross section of a vitual photon off a proton would then 
rise faster than any power of In i m  In $. The rise would be even fast.er for 
gluons satisfying the Lipatov evolution, where 

$jzG(z:QZ) - h(Q’)z-I” 

The growth of the gluon densit.y according to equations (15) and (18) can 
not continue forever since unitarity requires that the growth of the cross 
section cannot be faster than the square of the hadron radius : 

with the hadron radius growing like : 

R(s) - const. In 5 (20) 

At very small t the rise of the gluon density must be damped by the so- 
called saturation mechanism. 

2.1.6 Saturation and GLR equation (second part) 

Two possible saturation mechanisms have been proposed. In the first ap- 
proach [19] it is guessed that the High Order terms (beyond the Leading 
Logarithms) of the Lipatov evolution equation, although not yet fully cal- 
culated, should be sufficient to damp the gluon density up to the saturation. 
In the second approach, which is much more popular, a negative quadratic 
term is added in the evolution equation [2]. The dynamic origin of this 
negative term is due to interactions between different ladders, the so-called 
fan diagrams (for more details refer to the lecture of R.Peccei in these pro- 
ceedings). A simple geometrical representation of this dynamic has also 
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been proposed \20] that we present below, before introducing the complete 
GLR equation. 

By definition zG(z,Q*) is the probability density to find a gluon of 
longitudinal momentum rp and of vituality Q’ times the fraction of mo- 
mentum P. If we consider the rapidity y = l/z (not to be confused with 
the scaling variable y defined in eq.(2)), rG(z,Q*) is also the number of 
gluons per unit of rapidity since dy = dr/r. 

In the infinite momentum frame, the transverse size of a gluon is l/Q. 
The density of gluons in a proton, per dydQ* cell, is then : 

(21) 

We have seen that the QCD evolution is a chain of parton emissions. The 
density of gluons increases at each splitting processes (Fig. 6) : 

It is instructive to visualize the cascade evolution in the transverse plane, 
where the saturation appears when the partons start to overlap spatially 
and begin to interact and annihilate each other (Fig. 6). The recombination 
depends simply on the square of the parton density : 

(23) 

And at the equilibrium 

We have now the basis for the GLR evolution equation that we can write 
more precisely : 

3f(r,k2) I-----Z 
OX J dk’*h;(k,k’)f(z,k’*) - w (zG(z,k’)]* (25) 

* 

where f(x, k’) is defined in equation (11). We note that, as a contrast 
to the usual AP equations, the singlet quarks have been omitted but a 
similar equat.ion can be written for sea quarks 131 and should be used for F2 
calculations. We recognize, in the linear term, the Lipatov equation (10) 
after differentiation over In 5, and where the kernel K has been modified 
to include the non singular part of the AP equation. The shadowing term 
in this simplified expression depends only on one free parameter R,, which 
can be guessed to be between the size of the valence quark (2 GeV-‘) and 

Saturation 

Figure 6: Structure of the parton cascade. ’ 
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t.he size of the proton (5 GeV-‘), depending how locally the saturation 
starts, i.e. close to the valence quark or uniformly over the full transverse 
size of the nucleon. 
An estimate on the size of t.he absorption correction can be inferred from 
the numerical calculation of the ratio of the quadratic and linear terms on 
the right hand side of equation (25). The results (141 for two values of R, 
are presented as contours of constant R” in the (E, Q’) plane in Fig. 7. We 
see that if R. is about 5 Get’-‘, the absorption corrections will be hardly 
visible at HERA, but if & is about 2 GeV-’ they could not be missed. 
At even smaller values oft we are faced to the reliability of the absorption 
correction. The region of validity of the GLR equation should end before 
saturation is reached. More cont.ributions than fan diagrams are expected 
to be important beyond some boundary line [2] at very small z and low 
Q*. The separation between the GLR regime and the saturation domain is 
not as sharp as shown in Fig. 3, there is a transition region [21,20] which is 
sketched in Fig. 8. At. a given Q*, starting from the large z values we can 
distinguish three different theoretical regimes : 

1. regime of linear evolution equations; 

2. transition region where absorption corrections are calculable in per- 
turbative QCD; 

3. non perturbative domain where saturation is reached. 

2.2 Predictions on Structure Functions 

A rigorous analytic solution of the GLR equat.ion has not yet been worked 
out. However, different approximation methods have been developped 
which give definite predictions on the gluon density and on the F2 structure 
function at small x. Let us review hereafter the present estimates. 

2.2.1 KMRS method 

A’ first quantitative estimate has been obtained in the frame of a Next- 
To-Leading-Order QCD analysis of the most. recent data for deep inelastic 
lepton-nucleon scattering by the KMRS group 1221. A factor z-l/* is incor- 
porated in the xG and ZQ starting distributions to approximate the Lipatov 
behaviour at small x without absorption corrections : 

xG”(z,Q;) - C(x)x-“* (26) 

The superscript u is to indicate that G” is the unshadowed distribution. 
The absorption corrections are expected to be significant at small x only. 

X 

1.6 1.8 2 2.2 t 

Figure 7: Contour plots of constant W’ in the (y, {) plane where y = ln(l/z) 
and E = ln(ln Qz) with a) R = 5 GcVml and b) R = 2 GeV-I. W’ is the 
ratio of the quadratic to the linear term of equation (25)[14]. 
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A y= In l/x 

t 
Llpatov Gribov. Levin. Ryskin 

equatlon x + O.Q2 >> Q$ 

x-10 LL ( 1 /xl A+ LL(Q2) A 

Q2- Q, 
LUl/d A 

I I Altarelli-Parisi equation LUQ2) A 
x- 1.Q2>>Qg 

l- = tn 92/A2 

Figure 8: Theoretical regimes for deep inelastic structure functions, a more 
detailed sket,ch tha.n in Fig.3 The transition region has been added between 
the 1inea.r and the saturation regions. 

So, KMRS impose the absorption correction by modifying G” for < 10 = 
10-r to 

where zG,,~ is defmed to be the gluon distribution at saturation at very 
small z. That is, 

~G,otf~, Q’) = 
16RiQ’ 

274w 

The result is shown in Fig. 9 for gluons with and without absorption correc- 
tions. Here also we can see that the corrections are only significant for small 
values of R,. This global fit gives also predictions on the quarks distribu- 
tions and F2 structure function. Fig. 10 shows the results for the structure 
function Fi’(z, Q’) at Qz = 20 GeV 2. Although less pronounced than on 
the gluon distribution, the absorption corrections do affect significantly the 
x dependence of Fz at x < lo-‘. The overall procedure has however been 
questioned (231 because once the gluon density has been calculated from the 
GLR equation, the gluon distribution should no longer be used in LLA(Q’) 
Fz calculation. 

2.2.2 KMS method 

A more rigorous calculation of the gluon distribution at small t would 
be to compute numerical solutions of the GLR equation. The KMS [la] 
approach was to solve numerically a simplified GLR equation, that is the 
genuine Lipatov equation with non-linear shadowing terms incorporated. 
This simplified equation reads 

W(? w 2-T az J Qy cw2K(k, &‘)f(z, k”) - 
0 

f$$ (~G(z,:&~))~ (29) 
a 

where K(lc,k’) is the Lipatov kernel defined in eq. (12). We note that, 
to avoid the divergence of the Lipatov kernel at Q’ = 0, KMS impose an 
explicit lower limit Qi on the transverse momenta of the exchahged gluons. 
The results are shown in Fig. 11 for two different values of Q’, namely 
Q’ = 4 and 100 GeV’. The top curve shows the gluon distribution when 
shadowing is neglected, from which we recognize the z-‘/’ behaviour of 
the Lipatov gluon. The lower two curves show the effect of the shadowing 
contribution assuming first, uniform shadowing in the nucleon with R. = 
5 Gel’-‘, and, second, local shadowing with R, = 2 GeV-‘. We see again 
from Fig. 11 that uniform shadowing (R, = 5 GeV-‘) has little impact 
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(a1 Q2=4GeV2 
1 

Figure 11: The values of zG(z,Q’) at (a) Q1 = 4 GeV’ and (b) Q’ = 
100 GcV’ from the KMS analysis[l’l]. In each figure the three curves are, in 
descending order, the solution with shadowing neglected and the solutions 
with the shadowing term included with R. = 5 GeV-’ and R,, = 2 GeV-’ . 

on the behaviour of the gluon distribution in the region z > 10 c ‘. The 
gluon distributions from [14] are also compared with those of the B- set of 
KMRS [22] in Fig. 12. There is an agreement on the shape of the very small 
T behaviour of the gluon between the two procedures (KMS and KMRS), 
whether or not the shadowing corrections are included. However the QZ 
evolution is faster in the KMS than in the KMRS analysis. This difference 
is not surprising because the Lipatov equation is not supposed to be valid 
at high Q’. 

2.2.3 BBS method 

Numerical analysis can also be performed on the GLR equation directly. 
In the BBS (21) analysis of the gluon distribution, two very different input 
distributions have been tried, a distribution which approaches a constant 
at small z [26] and a distribution with a much steeper variatioq in z’.‘~ [24] 
respectively. Both input distributions are shown in Fig. 13a. Two extreme 
cases have been considered, namely R, = 2 GeV-’ and R. = 6.3 GeV-‘, 
corresponding to a factor ten difference on the l/Rf factor in the GLR 
equation (25). The results are given in Fig. 13b-d. The most striking 
feature is that at a given Q’ the same gluon distribution can be achieved 
either from a steep input distribution evolved at high Q’ with shadowing 
terms or from a flat input evolved without shadowing. 

Another way to illustrate the ambiguity of the Fz or gluon interpreta- 
tion is to consider the variety of parametrisations of zG or Fz in the HERA 
domain [22,24,25,26] which are shown in Fig. 14. The large spread of vari- 
ation at fixed QZ or even at iixed y = Q’/sz (more adapted tm HERA 
kinematics, see section 3.5) is related to various assumptions,on the two 
input quantities : the starting distribution and the size of the shadowing 
corrections. We see that, in some cases (for example KMRS B-) , even 
when the gluon distribution is steep, the structure function F2 may appear 
to be flat at small z. The only chance to detect the presetice of absorp- 
tion terms from Fz measurement would be to analyse the QZ evolution. At 
the time of this lecture the studies are still going on. The results will be 
presented in reference [27]. 

2.3 Dedicated processes 

2.3.1 Hot Spots 

In the model of Gribov-Levin-Ryskin, the saturation can occur either on the 
whole face of the proton or on a smaller region of the proton called [ZS] a hot 
spot. A. Mueller has proposed a method to detect directly such hot spots. 
The experimental procedure consists in looking at selected jets associated 
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Figure 12: The continuous curves rue the values of zG(z,Q2) deter- 
mined by solving the Lipatov equation (exactly as in Fig. 11) for Q* = 
4,20,100,1000 GeVz [14]. The dashed curves are tG(z, Q1) of set B- of the 
KMBS [22] analysis with and without shadowing. 
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Figure 13: a) The MT and EHLQ input distribution zC(z, Qi) of MO&I- 
Tung (241 (upper curve) and Eichten et d. [26] (lower curve). bd) Gluon 
density after evolution at various vduea of Qz from the BBS analysis (211. 
The drawn lines belong to the linear equation without shadowing, the dashed 
(dotted) ones to the non linear cane with R, = 6.3 GcV-’ (R, = 2 CcVml). 
Upper (lower) curves stem from the MT (EHLQ) input distributions. 
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Figure 14: &(z, Q’) at y  = 0.5 and HERA nominal energies. 

with a deep inelastic event as sketched in Fig. 15. The transver 1 e size l/kit 
of the selected jet should not be much larger than l/Q the tr&sversc size 
of the virtual photon, in order to be sensitive to the jets produced around 
the struck parton. The momentum fraction 21 of the jet should be as large 
as possible whereas the momentum fraction zg of the struck quark should 
be small as possible in order to explore the region 28 < z,. The associated 
cross section reads 

e=p (*ln2ln 2) 

@z  
(30) 

where C is a calculable constant. 
W e  note that this formula predicts a steep rise of the cross section as the 
ratio zg/zl becomes small. Because kit is close to Q, the non selected 
jets all occupy the same spot in the proton, an area of size 47r/Q2, as the 
selected jet kit does. In a hot spot, as 28/z, becomes smaller and smaller, 
the saturation should start and a weakening of the x-growth should set in. 
Studies on experimental detection of the selected jet ( klc, 21) are promising 
and will be reported in refI29]. 

2.3.2 DiEractive dissociation of virtual photons 

M.Ryskin 1301 suggests to study the diffractive dissociation of the virtual 
photon into three jets : quark, antiquark and gluon (see Fig. 16). The im- 
portant feature is that, when the rapidity gap between the forward gluon 
jet (IL, k:) and the proton is large (6y > 4), the cross scctiof is proportion- 
nal to [zkG(z~, k:)]l and thus especially sensitive to the sat.uration effects. 
As a numerical example for : 

Q2 - 30 - 100 GeV2 
M2 - 300  - 1000GeV2 

ZB - 0.3 - 1 . 1o-3 (31) 

where M* is the squared invariant mass of the gluon-quark-antiquark sys- 

tem and ( Q2,zs) are defmcd at. the lcptonic vertex. The crdss section with- 
out shadowing amounts to about 2 - 10 nb and can be reduced to 0.01 nb 
when the saturation mechanism set in. 

2.3.3 Correlation Functions 

Another method to detect the saturation mechanism has been proposed by 
E.Levin [20]. The idea is to look at correlation in rapidity for any pair of 
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hadrons in the detector 

The correlation has actually two components 

(32) 

R(YI,Y~) = RSR + RLR (33) 

RSR, the short range correlation,is related to the usual AP evolution mecha- 
nism [31] and decreases strongly when Ay(= yI - y2) gets large. RLR, the 

long range correlation is related to the absorption processes. At z b lo-’ 
and Q’ N 100 GeV’ the correlation is expected to be as large as 50% for 
Ay > 4. The actual signature depends on the hadronization of the partons 
and has not been yet fully worked out. 

3 Measurement of Q2 and z 

We have seen in the paragraph (2..2) that, at HERA energies, it is possible 
to reach a new domain at very small z, which is 100 times lower than in 
f&d target experiments. It is furthermore possible to reach a new domain 
at very high Q’ which is also about 100 times higher than in fixed target 
experiments. In this section we discuss which part of the (Q2, z) domain is 
actually accessible to experiments where statistical and systematic errors 
could be kept below 10 %. 

3.1 Rates 

At high Q’, the outgoing lcpton can be an electron (neutral current) or a 
neutrino (charged current) (Fig. 1). In order to evaluate the expected rates, 
we have to define a bin size in Q2 and z. Hereafter we take four bins per 
decade in z and four bins per decade in Q2 and an integrated luminosity 
of 100 pb-‘. The contours of the bins which contain at least 100 events 
arc drawn in Fig.17 for neutral and charge current interactions. We note 
that in neutral current interactions the rates arc large enough in the whole 
( Q2, z) region open by the kinematics, except at the very large z (z > 0.6), 
very high Q2 corner (Q2 > 30000 GeV’). On the contrary, the rates of 
charged current events are negligible at low I or at moderate Q’. The only 
regions where the rates arc significant arc at Q2 > 300 GeV2 and z > 0.01 
but excluding the very large 2: very high Q2 corner as in neutral current 
interactions. 

Figure 17: Contours of (log t, 1ogQ’) bins (4 bins per decadk in z and 
Q2) which contain more them 100 events in neutral current interactions (pale 
shaded area) and charged current interactions (dark shaded area). Estimates 
done for an integrated luminosity of lOOpb-’ and with the EHLQ parametri- 
eation [26]. 
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3.2 Electron measurement 

In charged current events, since the outgoing lepton is a neutrino, the 
kinematics can only be reconstructed from the hadrons. In neutral current 
events, the kinematics can be reconstructed by using either the scattered 
electron or the hadron flow or both. Let us consider first the case of the 
electron measurement. Q’ and y can be easily expressed in terms of the 
scattered electron energy El and angle 19. in the laboratory frame : 

Q’ = 4E,E;cosa(8./2) 

Y = 1 - ~sin’(&J~/Z) (34) 
e 

where 8., the scattering angle, is defined to the proton direction. t can be 
deduced from Q’ and y by the relation (3). 

A first limitation of the kinematical range is introduced by the beam 
pipe which at present excludes angles to the electron beam direction below 
about 7 degrees for tracking and calorimetry measurement. There is how- 
ever hope to reduce the diameter of the beam pipe by about a factor two 
at a later stage. Lines of constant scattered angle and energy are drawn 
in Fig. 18. We see that the angular limit introduces a cut at small Q’, 
Q* = 4E,zcos*(8./2) - 13.5 GeV’, in most of the z region except at the 
very small I values where one can reach lower Qr values. 

From relation (34) we see that Q’ can be reconstructed with a good 
precision (a few per cent) in the whole kinematical range with any modest 
calorimeter. The main difficulty is the z determination, where the l/y 
enhancement factor in the x resolution, 

6x/z = l/y6E:fE: (35) 

implies that the smearing induced even by a good sampling calorimeter of 
resolution 6E:JE: = O.lO/,/@ can only be kept under control (i.e. below 
20 %) for y above 0.1. The resolution is however not the largest, source 
of error in structure functions measurement. Even more important is the 
energy scale. A systematic calibration error of 1% in the energy of the 
calorimeter generates a systematic shift on the differential cross section 
which rises as the inverse power of y and reaches already 10% at y around 
0.1 132,331. From a measurement of the electron energy with a sampling 
calorimeter, it is likely that the systematic errors on the structure functions 
can only be kept below 10% for y above at least 0.1 [32]. 

3.3 Hadron flow measurement 

A method to determine z and Q2 in charged current events has been pro- 
posed by A. Blonde1 and F. Jacquet 1341. From energy-momentum con- 

Figure 18: a) Lines of constant scattered electron angle to the proton direc- 
tion. b) Lines of constant scattered electron energy. 
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servation, it is staightforward to express y and Q’ as a function of the 
laboratory variables of the outgoing hadrons : 

y = ChtEh -PIA) 

p: ;&h,’ 
QZ = (1 _ y) = ___ 

1-Y 
(36) 

where &,pzh and p;h are the energy, longitudinal momentum (in the proton 
direction) and transverse momentum of the hadron h respectively. Pt is the 
total transverse momentum of the outgoing hadron flow. We note that the 
total hadron flow enters in both expressions. No assumption is made on 
the internal structure of the proton. It is not necessary to identify, amongst 
the outgoing hadrons, the current jet coming from the interaction of the 
virtual boson with the struck quark in the proton. In a calorimeter the 
summation on hadrons can be replaced by a summation on towers. 

We also note that particles emitted in the forward (proton) direction do 
not contribute to Q’ and y. Reconstruction errors depend mainly on three 
dfects : the size of the beam hole, the errors on the angle and the errors 
on the energy of the outgoing hadrons. Detailed Monte Carlo studies have 
shown that the salient features of the experimental errors can be inferred 
by considering the kinematics in the laboratory frame of a current jet of 
pencil type. Lines of constant current jet energies and constant jet angles 
are drawn in Fig. 19. We can see that at small z the jet energies are small 
and that, IS z rises, the current jet is emitted more and more in the forward 
direction. This is easily understood, if we remember that t is the fraction of 
proton momentum carried by the struck parton. To be more quantitative, 
let us consider the following partial derivatives, where the angle 8J is the 
polar angle of the current jet : 

62/x = (-2cot(@J) + ((1 - 2y)/(1 - y))cd(@J/2)) 685 
6Q’/@ = (fCOt(6J) + Y/(1 - Y)COt(oJ/2)) 6oJ (37) 

The resolution in the forward direction is very poor due, first, to the 
cot(BJ/2) and COt(8J) terms and, second, to the loss in the beam pipe. The 
measurement of charged current events will then be restricted to events 
with a current jet angle above about 10 degrees. 

The sensitivity to the energy resolution can be seen in the expressions 
of the energy partial derivatives : 

&k/x = l/(1 - Y)~EJ~EJ 
6Q’/QZ = (2 - y)/(l - Y) ~EJ/EJ (38) 

where EJ is the energy of the current jet. The resolution on QZ and z 
is clearly poor at large y or at low jet energy. The variable z is twice 

Figure 19: a) Lines of constant current jet angle to the proton direction in 
the laboratory frame. b) Lines of constant current jet energy. 
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less sensitive to the energy resolution than the variable Q’. So, requiring 
the resolution on the measurement of Q3 and E to be better than 5 20 % 
excludes the region at large y (y > 0.7) and the region at small z (z < lo-‘) 

1321. 

3.4 Combining electron and hadrons 

In neutral current events, electron and hadron measurement can be com- 
bined to improve the determination of t and Q’. An obvious combination 
is to get Qr from the electron measurement and z from the hadron flow 
measurement. Compared to the electron measurement which is limited 
at y b 0.1, this mixed measurement allows to lower the y limit down to 
y - 0.01 in the z region around 0.01, that is 5.10-’ < z < 5.10-r (Fig. 18). 
More sophisticated combinations have been proposed which will be dis- 
cussed in details in the proceedings of the 1991 HERA workshop. Those 
combinations give similar resolutions to the naive one (z from hadrons, 
QZ from electrons) but with different systematics. A good example is the 
so-called “Two Angles” method : 

a, = E:= (1 -Y) Et 
PiC ZY E, 

OH = 
Ch(Eh - Prh) 

1 Ch(P;h)i 
(39) 

where z and y are reconstructed from a, and ow. We note that a, depends 
only on the electron angle and not on the electron energy and that ax is 
weakly sensitive to the measurement of the hadron energy. 

What is even more important when combining electron and hadron is 
the reduction of the radiative corrections, that is the size of 

6 @aId& _ 1 
coIr = d2a/dzdylB,,,n (40) 

A detailed discussion of the radiative processes in ep scattering is beyond 
the scope of this lecture. Let us just briefly mention that the radiative 
corrections are much smaller when z and QZ are reconstructed from the 
hadron flow or from a combination of electron and hadrons than when they 
are reconstructed from the scattered electron only (1). 

3.5 Accessible domains 

To summarize the discussion on measurement of inclusive scattering at 
HERA we have sketched on Fig. 20, the contours of the (Qz,z) region where 
the systematic errors should be below 10% with either of the three methods 

Figure 20: Acce&ble domain at HERA nomind beam ener&s (30 GcV x 

820 CeV), for an integrated luminosity of lOOpb-‘. The bold lines surround 
the bins (4 bins per decade in z and Q’) where systematic and rtstisticd 
error can be kept below 10% in Charged Current events (“CC”) and Neutrd 
Current events (“e only” ctnd “e + badrons”). 
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of measurements. In the case of charged current events it is necessary to 
restrict even more the accessible domain by asking Pl > 10 GeV in order to 
trigger efficiently on the missing scattered neutrino. We note that there is 
no overlap with the data accumulated in fixed target experiments. However 
some overlap could be possible by lowering the energy of the proton beam 
or (and) of the electron beam. 

4 Gluon determination and QCD tests 

An important feature from all QCD analyses of the deep inelastic data 
in fixed target experiments is that the gluon distribution is very poorly 
determined at small z (z < 0.1) [35]. S everal methods have been proposed 
to measure the gluon distribution at small z at HERA. A first method 
is based on the description of scaling violations by the QCD evolution 
equations, that we have discussed in section (2). A second method relies 
on the QCD interpretation of the longitudinal structure function FL. A 
third method is related to the production of heavy quarks by photon-gluon 
fusion processes. Let us review the anticipated precision6 of these methods, 
starting by the well known scaling violations. 

4.1 Scaling Violations 

At HERA energies, the differential Neutral Current cross section de- 
pends on three structure functions : 

d2mc(eF) 
4naz [Y~zJ~(z, QZ) + (1 - YE(z, 43 dtdQz = xQ4 

* (Y - ;)~&(~.Q') 1 (41) 

In the standard parton model Fz = 2zFl (Cdlan Gross relation 1361) and 
the two structure functions Fz and zF3 are given by : 

SkQZ) = &,(Q’) [w(z,Q’) + ~P,(~,Q~I] 
f=l 

(42) 

~(z,Q’) = ftl Bt(Q’) [whQZ) - “@(f, Q’,] (43) 

where the sum is over dl nf flavours in the proton and qf (qf) are the pro- 
babilities to find a quark( antiquark) in the proton carrying the momentum 
fraction I. The coefficients Af and Bf depend on the couplings of the 

fermions f to the neutral current : I 

AI = e; - 2epIufPz + (uf + af)(u; + a;)Pi (44) 
Br(Q’) = -2efa,afPx + 4u.ufa,afPi (45) 

where ef is the electric charge, uf and al are the NC axial and vector cou- 
plings of the ferrnions. Pz is the propagator ratio Pz = Q’/(Q2 + Mi). 
This ratio is very small at low Q* where QZ < Mi, making the zF3 contri- 
bution to the neutral cross section negligible in fixed target experiments. 
However at HERA, even in the large I large QZ domain where the Cdlan 
Gross relation is supposed to be valid (F2 = 2zF,), the cross section is still 
a function of the two structure functions F2 and zF3 which can only be 
disentangled by combining electron and positron measurements : 

FJz,Q*) = 5 [*de-) + hc(e+)] 

where 

t?Nc(e-) = ZQ’ d’wc(e-) 

27~9 [l + (1 - y)‘] d-z dQz (47) 

Nevertheless, it has been noted [37] that there is a partial cancellation of 
the Z contributions to Fz and 2F3 in *(et), such that, to a very good 
approximation, 

(46) 

where F;” is the familiar electromagnetic structure function, 

“1 
J’?‘(z, Q’) = c e:(w + =qf) 

I=1 
(4 

As is shown in Fig. 21, for an integrated luminosity of lOOti!-‘, the differ- 
ence between *(et) and F;“’ is smaller than the statistical error except in 
the high y, high QZ domain 

Q1 > 2500 Get” 
y > 0.55 I (50) 

To assess the significance of the QCD analysis of the scaling violations, 
the following simplifications have been made 1371 : 

l keep only the part of the (2, Q’) plane accessible to measurement of 
either the scattered electron measurement or the hadron flow, but 
not using the extension brought by combining electron and hadron 
measurement . 
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Figure 21: Differential cross section at z > 0.01 from reference [35]. The fd 
(open) points show the results obtained from eleetron(hadron) measurements 
and correspond to 200 pb-‘. The full curves are theoretical predictions on 
the observable s&e+), while the dotted curves are the corresponding ex- 
pectations on the electromagnetic structure function pi”‘. 

s do not try to separate the scaling violations due to the 2 phopagator 
(eq. 44) from those due to QCD evolutions and by then restricting 
the analysis to the domain defined in equations (50). 

s do not try to fit the non linear absorption corrections but rather use 
the Altarclli Parisi evolution equations (4,5,6), that we have seen (re- 
member Fig. 5 and 4) to give similar results to the Lipatov equation 
on the gluon distribution in the HERA domain. 

In the Quark Parton Model, the proton structure function Fz is a sum of 
Singlet (i.e. flavour symmetric) and Non Singlet terms : 

F;“(z, Q’) = $FS(z, Q’) + $A&, Q’) (51) 

where 

(52) 
j=l 
VI2 

zA, = 5 (ui + ai - 4 - 4) (53) 

Therefore, in QCD fits of the scaling violations in e-p scattering, the free 
parameters are not only A (or equivalently a,) but also the input gluon 
distribution which is not directly measurable but appears in the evolution 
of all Singlet distributions (eq. 5 and 6), while the quark input distributions 
are given by the data. At large z (z > 0.25), the contribution of the gluon 
to the evolution of Fz is much smaller than that of the valence quarks, as 
illustrated in Fig. 22. Only a Non Singlet fit has to be performed. However, 
even with an integrated luminosity of 200 pb-‘, the resulting statistical 
precision on A is rather modest (see Table 1). 

Extending the analysis down to I = 0.01 does not improve the predsion 
on cr., because at the same time the input gluon distribution has also to 
be fitted. It is moreover obvious from the expressions for the evolution of 
singlet distributions that o, and the input gluon distribution are strongly 
correlated (see equations (5 and 6)). Th’ 1s correlation has been studied [38] 
by assuming a simple parametrisation of the input gluon disdribution : 

zG(z,Q;) = A(v,ii)z-‘(1 - z)“(l + 92) (54) 

We can see in Fig. 23 how large the correlation is. A varies monotonously 
with X and V. On the other hand, if we assume that at the time of the QCD 
analysis of the deep inelastic scattering at HERA, the gluon distribution 
has been det.ermincd by other means, then the achieved statistical precision 
on A (10%) or on o, (3%) would be competitive to other measurements. 
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Figure 23: The dependence of A on the parametera A and Y pf the input 
gluon distribution for z > 0.01 [36]. 

Figure 22: Evolution of the structure function F-. The contributions from 
valence quarks, sea quarks and gluone are shown separately for the unre- 
rtricted y range and Qz  > 100 Cep [36]. 
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2 range type of fit A( MeV) a, (Q') _ 
r 2 0.25 NS eq.(4) 175 f 176 0.132 f 0.023 2770 
2 2 0.01 S,NS eqs.(4,5,6) 177 k 135 0.159 f 0.026 400 
r > 0.01 eqs.(4,5,6) ,rG(z,Qi) fued 201 zt 25 0.164 f 0.005 400 
I > lo-’ S,NS eqs.(4,5,6) 225 f 25 0.204 f 0.006 80 

Table 1: Statistical precision on A  and (L, from QCD fits to c&e+). 
Warning : the assumed integrated luminosity is 100 pb-’ at z > IO-’ but 
reaches 20Opb-’ at z > 0.01 

(for a more detailed comparison see the lecture of T. Hansl-Kozanecka in 
these proceedings). Alternatively, if we assume that A  is fixed in the fit, 
the gluon t, the gluon shape can be determined rather accurately. 

Extending the analysis to the smallest I value measurable at HERA 
would give an unrivalled statistical precision of 2% on A  or 0.3% on a.. 
The evolution at z < 0.01 is entirely dominated by the gluon (see Fig. 22). 
The unfolding of the gluon distribution at very small r is still subject to 
studies. One analysis has shown 139) that. it should be possible to discrim- 
inate between a flat gluon and a steep gluon at lo-’ < .r < low2 in a joint 
fit of the gluon input distribution and of A. The results of this analysis arc 
shown in Fig. 24 for two possible input distributions : the original one of 
Duke and Owens [40] and a modified distribution where the original has 
been multiplied by l/G. However, the detailed correlations between the 
parametrisations of the input gluon shape and the parameter A  need more 
investigations. As a last remark, let us remind that the absorption correc- 
tions have not been yet included in the fits of the scaling violations. A  joint 
analysis of A, of the gluon distribution and of the absorption corrections 
has still to be worked out. 

4.2 Longitudinal Structure Function 

From perturbative QCD calculations, the 1ongit.udina.l structure function 
FL(z,Q’) (= Fz - 22F,) or the ratio R(z,Q’) (= FL(z,Q’)/~zF~) are 
expected to get sizeable contributions at I < 0.01 and QZ > 10 GeV’ but 
smoothly vanish as l/ln(Q’). A  s I us ra e in Fig. 25, spectacular effects ‘11 t t d 
are anticipated at HERA energies. We consider hereafter the kinematical 
domain Q* < lOOOGeVs, where the Z exchange can be neglected and where 
R can be related to the polarisation of the virtual photon (R = u~/ur). 
We describe first the method of extraction of zG(z,Q’) from FL(z,Q’) 
and then the usual method to measure FL (or R) [41]. We complete by a 

r 

Figure 24: Extraction of the gluon input distribution. ZG * 6rG (statistical 
errors) at Qi = 10 Gel”, from a joint fit to A  and rG [37]. 
Dashed-dotted lines : assumed input distribution is zGno from ref. [38]. 
Dashed lines : assumed input distribution is (“9) zGno. 
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Figure 25: Monte Carlo estimates on RI I, Q ’). 
al R versus Q ’. At each Qz  bin. two t intervals are shown. 
b) R versus I. At each r bin. R is averaged over the y  range. y  > 0.03 at 
t ,> 0.01. and y ‘> 0.1 at 0.001 < T 0.01. 

brief presentation on a rather speculative method which has been roposed 
recently (421. 

4.2.1 Method of extraction of zG(z,Q’) from FL(z,Q’) 

At order O(a,) and with no shadowing corrections, the QCD predictions 
for FL are [43]: 

FL(+,@) = 
I 

where e, is the quark charge of flavour i and where 

IF = 
/ 

‘dY = 2 
I -&’ F&Q=) 

zc = l’ $(;)‘(l - ;’ YG(Y,Q’) 

At small z, the integral Zc over the gluon distribution dominates the inte- 
gral IF over the quark distribution, so that the measurement of FL gives 
an almost direct estimate of the gluon distribution. This is illustrated in 
Fig. 26 where FL has been estimated for flat and steep gluon distributions. 
For an easy unfolding it has been noted [41] that IF. and Zc can be approx- 
imated by : 

ZF(?Q’) - f J’@+ Q’) 

Z&,QZ) - &, zG(2.52, Q ’) 

and that the approximation is independent of the exact shape of the gluon 
distribution as z  --) 0. The fine tuning of this approximation will be done 
on the data by iteration. However the basic relation between FL and the 
gluon distribution deserves a few theoretical comments : : 

a The equation (55) has been established at order O(a,) [43]. Recently 
O(a’) calculations have been published 1441. Large effects have been 
found at z  y  0.1 but decreasing when E -+ 0. Within the measure- 
ment domain at HERA, the contribution of O(at) terms’are at most 
of 7%, depending on the shape of the gluon [45]. The Higher Order 
terms can therefore be neglected or used as a small correction. 

a In equation (55) the sum runs over all flavours. In the kinematical do- 
main of the fixed targets experiments, the contribution of the b quark 
can be safely neglected. At HERA the b quark should be included 
and the sum should run over all five quark flavours. However quark 
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Figure 26: FL(z, Qz) at Qz = 10 GeVz for various set of parametrisations : 
KMRS [22], M T  (241 and DO [38]. 

mass effects damp this contribution when the Q’ value cc osses the 
nominal threshold Q’ = 4m:+/(l- 2). Mass effects in the &uon term 
are very small and, as for the O(at) terms, could be incorborated as 
a small correction 1451.  

. W e  do not know yet how FL will be modified by the absorption cor- 
rections that we have discussed in section 2. Some estimates are being 
done and should be reported at the 1991 HERA workshop [l]. 

4.2.2 Measurement of FL(z,@) by the usual method 

In the domain where the contribution of zF3 is negligible, the differential 
cross section (eq. 41) can be rewritten as : 

where zF1 has been expressed in terms of Fz and FL. It may be also 
convenient to recast the differential cross section as : 

dla 
- =  I- [+,Q’) +  ~Y)QL(GQ~)] dt dQZ (‘31) 

where c is the polarisation of the exchanged virtual photon, 

(62) 

and r is the flux of virtual photons, 

r = OylL 
x 22Q1 1 - t(y) (63) 

(IL and UT are the cross sections of longitudinal and transverse-polarised 
virtual photon respectively (note that for a real photon UL is zero). The 
polarised cross sections are related to FL and Fz by, : 

FL = &CL 

Fz = 

It is also convenient to introduce C, the relative cross section 

d2u 
’ = r-’ &dQ2 = ur(z,Q’) +  ~Y)uL(z,Q*) 

For a chosen (t,Q’) it is thus possible to get UL and UT by measuring the 
slope and the intercept of C versus C. Since c is a function of y  and since 
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y = Q2/(4E.Ep z) (eq. 3), the obvious method to have access t.o various c 
values is to run at various beam energies. 

To.ilIustrate the methods three proton beam energies have been con- 
sidered ( 250, 500 and 1000 GeV) which should give a range in c large 
enough while keeping the electron beam energy to 30 GeV. The predicted 
behaviour of C versus c is shown in Fig. 27a assuming Duke and Owens 
quark distributions [40] but for two gluon distributions : 

(A) zG(z,Q1) = 0.676$(1 - z)” (67) 

(B) zG(z,Q’) = 5(1 -z)” (68) 

We note that even for a rather flat gluon distribution, the slope of C versus c 
is measurable. The gluon distribution can be unfolded using equations (55) 
and (58). The results are shown in Fig. 27b. The measurements are accu- 
rate enough to distinguish between the different predictions for the gluon 
distribution. 

It may be pointed out that it is not rigorous to mix quark distribu- 
tions obtained from a certain gluon shape, with other gluon distributions. 
This was the only possibility at the time of this study (1987). Since then, 
more consistent analyses have been made which uphold the real power to 
get the gluon shape at HERA from the measurements of the longitudinal 
disjribution [l]. 

4.2.3 Measurement of FL(z,Q’) from radiative events 

There is another way to vary the energy in the centre of mass rather 
than changing beam energies. The emission of hard photons of energy E., 
collinear to the electron beam direction leads to a reduction of the effective 
electron energy which can be measured (421 : 

Ecft = E. - E-, (69) 

At very small z, for a chosen (Q’, z), varying the energy of the hard photon 
gives access to a wide range of effective yet,, 

Y.jf = 1 - $?~n’(s.lz) (70) 

and hence to c (eq. 62). This is illustrated in Fig. 28 at Q2 = 22.5 Gel’*. 
The differential cross section for the deep inelastic process ep + eyX reads 

d3u 
dz dQZ dr 

= a3p(z)l + (1 - Q’/=S)’ 

ZQ’ 
[Fz(z,Q’) - (I- c)Ft(r,Q2)1 (71) 
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Figure 27: (a) E measurement versus t at Q’ = 50 GeV’ assuming (A) and 
(B) gluon shapes from equations (67). The error bars indicate the size of the 
statistical errors expected for 100 pb-’ luminosity at each beam setting. The 
shaded band indicates the size of the systematic error due to finite resolution 
and overall normslisation. [39]. 
(b) Gluon distribution extracted from C measurement illustrated in the above 
Figure a). 
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where 
I 

Q2 = 22.5 GeV2 

0.25 

0.0;: g, 
: I 

1. 1o-3 2 * 1o-3 3 * 1o-3 4. lo- 
2 

Figure 28: Dependence of c on z for various photon energies with iixed 
Q’ = 22.5 Gev. 

E. - E, 
z=E. 

and 

I 

(72) 

(73) 

where 0~ is the largest angle to the electron beam direction at which the 
hard photon can be detected in the luminosity counters of Hl or ZEUS, the 
two large HERA dectectors. AB an example, the photon spectrum of the 
events in the cell 15 GeV’ 5 Q2 < 30GeV2, 0.6. lo-’ 5 z 5 1.2. lo-’ is 
shown in Fig. 29. We can see that in more than 15% of events, the energy 
of the emitted photon is larger than 7.5 GeV, thus giving access to a large 
y range Ay > 0.5 at a chosen (Q’,z). 

Similarly to the standard method, the cross section can be recast as 

d3a 
- = rar(l+ cR) 
dx dQ2 dz 

where now 

(74) 

(75) 

In the method based on radiative events, R is thus obtained from the slopes 
of a triple differential cross-section versus t. The results are shown in 
Fig. 30 for an integrated luminosity of 200 pb-‘. The statistical precision 
of the method is encouraging, although not comfortable. The experimental 
systematics are being studied and are at present larger than the statistical 
error. The main systematics is due to the pile up in the gamma detector 
and will depend on the beam conditions. As a last. remark let us point out 
that the measurement of R or FL has always been very hard and has led to 
many controversies in fixed target experiments. So, it will be very valuable 
to have at HERA two completely different methods to meas,ure FL. 

4.3 Photon-gluon Fusion 

An entirely different way to get the gluon distribution relies on the produr- 
tion of heavy quark-antiquark pairs by photon-gluon fusion. The Leading 
Order production diagram is shown in Fig.31. The cross section reads 

a(ep + QOX) = /dzO G(r,,i) i(eg + Q@) 
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Figure 29: The differential crow section du/dz for initial state radiation with 
0, 5 0.5 mrad integrated over 15 Gcp 5 Qz 5 30 Gep and 0.6 e lo-’ 5 
z 5 1.2. lo-‘. Additionally, a cut pi 2 1 GeV was imposed. 
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Figure $0: Simulated measurement of (@a/d= dQ’)/I’ and a hear fit to the 
Monte Carlo points for 0.6. lo-’ 5 c 5 1.2 * lo-‘, 15 Gep 5 Q’ 5 30 Gep, 
and PT 2 0.1 GcV. Only statistical errors for / Lht = 200pb-’ are shown. 
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Figure 31: Lowest order QCD diagram for photon-gluon fusion into a heavy 
qua.rk-antiquark pair. 

where i is the QCD parton level cross-section and G(z,, i) is the br0babilit.y 
to find a gluon of momentum z. P at the mass scale b, the inva&t squared 
mass of the Q@ system. The momentum fraction z. of the gIGon can be 
reconstructed from i and y : 

(77) 

where y can be determined either from the scattered forward electron (y N 
1 - EL/E.) or from the total visible hadron flow (eq. 36). Q’ is small in 
photon&on processes and can therefore be neglected. 

At HERA energies the heavy quark pairs which are easy to identify 
and produced by photon-gluon fusion at a sufficient rate are the CE pairs 
(500 nb), the inelastic J/*(1.5 nb) and the b6 pairs (5 nb). So far, only 
Jf * and c.? events have been studied in detail. 

4.3.1 -yg--+cz 

Up to 5.10’ CE pairs will be produced per year at HERA. Several methods 
have been investigated to tag and reconstruct the CF pairs. 

Reconstruction from jets When the t.wo jets are produced at high ET, 
z0 can be reconstructed from equation (77) where j can be approximated 
[46] by the squared transverse energy j -- E,?, or by the invariant mass of 
the two-jets system j z M;J. 

An alternative method to determine zg has been proposed recently (471. 
It consists of using the rapidity in the laboratory of the two-jets system : 

All the three methods give similar resolutions Az,/z, w 20?&, at z. around 
lo-‘. However, tagging and reconstruction of the cE events with jets work 
only for high transverse energy events (Et > 15 GeV), thus reducing the 
rate by a factor 500 1461. 

Reconstruction from semi-leptonic decays Another way to tag the 
charmed quarks consists of using the high pt leptons (muons or electrons). 
It has been checked that the rapidity of the dilepton system is a good 
estimate of the rapidity of the c? or b& system [47,1]. This method is well 
suit.ed for the analysis of b6 events where 6000 semi lcptonir decays are 
expected per year (100 pb-‘). Th e expected background contamination is 
however large and deserves further studies [I]. 
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Reconstruction from D’ tagging A more promising method is to con- 
sider the channel 

c --) D” 4 Do A + k* xT A (79) 
The overall branching ratio is only 1.5 %, but due to the very tight kine- 
matical constraint on the D’ decay, that is M(Do r) - M(D,) w 145 MeV, 
the experimental signature is very clean, as illustrated in Fig.32 1481. The 
signal could be still improved by using k/r separation or a secondary vertex 
detection or flavour separation via neural networks [I]. 

To reconstruct j and hence zs, there is a simple relation between the 
transverse momentum pc of the D’ and i : 

where 

pi = i.z(l - 2) - AI& 

pp PD. 

%=?gq. 

(80) 

(81) 

The resolution on 2s is about 40% in the range 5. lo-’ < 2s < 10-l. A 
better resolution on x1 (about 25%) could be achieved from the rapidity 
when the two D’ are reconstructed, but at the expense of a loss of a factor 
20 in statistics. 
The resulting precision on the gluon distribution from events, where one 
D’ has been identified, is illustrated in Fig. 33 for a modest integrated 
luminosity of 6fi-r and two possible gluon distributions [48]. Open charm 
events, with D’ tagging, will therefore allow to distinguish between different 
predictions for the behaviour of the gluon at small z. 
As a last point on open charm production, we should mention that there are 
processes competing with the simple photon-gluon fusion shown in Fig.31. 
In the so-called resolved photon processes heavy quark pairs are produced 
by (QQ -+ cc) or by (gg --t cc), where one of the quarks 9 or one of the 
gluons g are issued from the virtual photon leg (Fig.34). About 15% of 
the cc pairs are produced by resolved photons [48]. However, the topology 
of the events should be different for resolved and direct photons. There 
is some hope that the resolved photon contribution can be eliminated by 
suitable cuts on the events topology. 
We can however remark that, if, on the one hand, resolved photon events 
are a complication to extract the gluon distribution, they could be, on 
the other hand, a precious tool to access to the hadronic structure of the 
photon [50,51]. Furthermore, for well identified direct photon processes 
there are still some theoretical uncertainties when going from the measured 
cross section of Q@ pairs to the gluon distribution. The equation (76) 
is only valid in Leading Order. Higher Order terms have been calculated 
[49]. Large correction factors (K) between 1.5 and 4 are expected at HERA 
energies. 

0.0 * 

1 

0. IY 0.13 0.16 0.11 0.10 

AM (GeVl 

Figure 32: The AM = MO-w+w-) - MO-r+) mass difference for CE and 
background events. 
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4.3.2 7 g + J/S’ + X 

J/9 particles are copiously produced at HERA and relatively easy to iden- 
tify through their leptonics decay (e+e- or p+p-). There are however 
many mechanisms to produce a J/9 in ep collisions, that we review in the 
following before showing how to extract the &on distribution. 

J/Jr production There are four classes of production processes at HERA 
energies. 

1. The only mechanism relevant to measure the gluon distribution is the 
inelastic production by direct photons, that is the genuine photon- 
gluon fusion process. Before any cuts the cross-section production is 
about 1.5nb. In this process the J/4 are produced at some transverse 
momentum pt (> 1 GeV) due to a concomitant gluon emission to 
conserve the colour charge [52] (Fig.35a). 

2. The most abundant source of J/9 is the diffractive production 
(a - 36 na), that is mainly elastic (Fig.35b). These events are pro- 
duced at low pt and large z, where 

pp pr 
z=pp (82) 

It is possible to reduce this background to a negligible level by apply- 
ing the following cuts 11,481 : 

pc > 1 GeV 

z < 0.8 (83) 

3. J/9 can also be produced in decays of B mesons. The estimated 
cross-section u - 0.09 nb is smaller than in the direct photon-gluon 
process, but B decays become the dominant production mechanism 
at large pt (> 5 GeV). 

4. The most severe background is coming from the production of J/q 
by resolved photons, where the J/e (or the x) is produced by a quark 
or a gluon from the photon fusioning with a quark or a gluon from 
the proton (Fig.35c). The cross-section is only a factor two smaller 
than for direct photons. The J/9 from resolved photons are however 
emitted at small angle B+ with respect to the proton direction and 
carry a small fraction of the virtual photon energy. Thus requiring 

z > 0.2 

cos(O+) < 0.98 (84) 

yy Jru 

P P 

a) 

c) 

Figure 35: Production diagrams of J/Q in ep collisions : (a) diffra,-tive,m 
(b) inelastic from direct photons, (c) resolved photons. 
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reduces the rate by a factor 10 to 20, while keeping about half of the 
direct photon events. 

In summary, combining the cuts (eq.83 and 84), and taking into account 
the reconstruction efliciency into the e+e- channel, the visible cross-section 
of J/9 production by direct photons is about 40pb , with a contamination 
of 10 to 20 % due to resolved photons. 

Extraction of the gluon distribution Two completely different meth- 
ods have been studied to extract the gluon behaviour at small r from J/9 
events. 

1. The first method makes use of a simple expression of the differential 
cross section in real photoproduction 

where f is a known function sharply peaked at a small value zs, 
Zpok 5 C M;/s,,. C is a constant of order unity and L,,, is the 
squared y - p centre of mass energy. In electroproduction, using the 
Weizsiicker-Williams Approximation and after integration over the 
acceptance of the electron tagger in the beam line (QLi, < Q’ < 
Qk.*), the differemial cross-section reads 

da(e p + J/9 X) 1.50 1 + (1 - y)’ _ _ 
=- Q1., 

dz x Y 
zG(zvM;)log Qiin (86) 

where z = 3.4 Mi /s,,. Thus, in order to get the gluon distribution, it 
is sufficient to identify the inelastic * events in the main detector and 
to measure y with the electron tagger. This gives very clean results in 
a z range which is narrow (Fig. 36), but still sufficient to distinguish 
between the different theoretical predictions on the gluon behaviour 
at small 2 (531. 

2. In the second method, the momentum fraction zs of the gluon is 
determined from j and y (eq. 77), like in open charm events. There 
is a simple relation, similar to equation (80), between i and p*, the 
transverse momentum of the J/9 in the laboratory frame : 

p: = jz(l - 2) +m:(z - 1) (67) 

from which j can be reconstructed. In this method, the relative en- 
ergy of the photon y is reconstructed from the hadron flow in the main 
detector (eq.36). The gluon distribution is unfolded from the data by 

Q’2 = M;, 

,^ 
b 
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x .103 

Figure 38: The &on distributions for four parametrisations superimposed 
on the measurements of J/4 events with the electron tagger (501. Set 1 is B 

soft gluon, set 2 is a hard gluon, set 3 the fi gluon and set 4 the 3(1- z)’ 
gluon. The error bars indicate the siee of statistical errors expected for an 
integrated luminosity of 1OOpk’. Shaded bars indicate the size of systematic 
error due to overall normalisation. 
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Figure 37: Reconstructed gluon density from J/P production for two sets 
of parametrisatione : Morlin and ‘Ibng B1 and Bz [24]. The errors are only 
statisticd [51]. 

I 
Method z range Q’ range(GeV’) 1 

Scaling violations 5. lo-’ - 10-r 10. - 500. 
FL(2, Q’) 10-s - 10-r 50. - 500. 

rg-‘Jl+g 4.10-4 - 10-i - 10. 
yg-+cE 8.10-’ - 13-’ - 100. 

Table 2: Summary on ( Q2, z) domain of measurement of gluon momentum 
distribution. 

fitting the observed da/d2 cross section. Statistically the results [54] 
are rather encouraging in a large z range, 3. lo-’ < z < 10-r, as 
illustrated in Fig. 37. However, we should mention that the theoret- 
ical uncertainties are even larger than in open charm events. The K 
factors do depend on the charmonium model. It is likely that J/9 
events will only give the shape of the gluon distribution, not the ab- 
solute value. This will not affect the power of discrimination between 
various theoretical predictions on the r behaviour of the gluon distri- 
bution (Fig. 37). 

4.4 Summary on gluon determination 

The (2, Q’) ranges of the various means to extract the gluon distribution 
in ep collisions at HERA are summarized in Table 2. 

5 More insight into standard physics 

In this section we review some complementary aspects to get more insight 
into the standard model in ep collisions. In addition to the scaling violations 
and the gluon determination, there are other means to test QCD either in 
hadronic find states of deep inelastic events or in hard scattering of dmost 
real photon-proton collisions. Moreover, the study of the structure of the 
proton will not be limited to the new small t domain, the determination 
of the valence and sea quarks momentum distrinutions at xl > 0.01 and 
very large QZ is also one of the primary physics goal at HERA. Finally we 
should not forget that, especially when the longitudinal polarisation of the 
electron beam will be well established, some unique electroweak tests will 
be performed at HERA. 
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5.1 QCD tests in hadronic final tests 

The emission of gluons from the quark lines in the fundamental deep in- 
elastic process e Q + e Q gives rise to a very rich final state. An example 
of observables which is sensitive to the the strong coupling constant a, is 
0(w) the transverse energy correlation at distance w [55]. It is defined as : 

(88) 

with 
w.f ,  = (9; - 9j)' + ((0; - 'pj)' (89) 

where qi, vi, Eti denote the pseudorapidity, azimuthal angle and transverse 
energy of particle i in the laboratory frame. The squared transverse mo- 
mentum of the scattered lepton, pte = Q’(1 - y), is a normalisation factor. 
As illustrated in Fig.38, the tail at large w of the n(w) distribution could 
be an order of magnitude above the QPM predictions and thus a very good 
signature of QCD effects in the hadronic final state. However a precise de- 
termination of a, is plagued by the usual uncertainties between the precise 
Leading Order Matrix Elements (ME) and the more approximated Parton 
Shower (PS) calculations at Higher Order where the scale A is not defined 
in a proper renormalisation scheme. 

A conceptually more simple determination of the strong coupling ron- 
stant can be obtained from measuring the relative rates of multijet pro- 
duction. In the Quark Parton Modei (QPM), without counting the target 
remnant jet, one has always one jet in deep inelastic events. In QCD, the 
ratio of the number of two jets events to the number of one jet events 
is proportional to (z, in Leading Order. In contrast with the correlation 
functions, the jets ratios are weakly dependent on the final states modes 
(PS or ME) 1551. For quantitative estimates, a suitable jet reconstruction 
algorithm has been tuned to suppress Higher Order multijet events. In this 
algorithm [56] (LUCLUS in JETSET) p ar ic es t 1 are joined into clusters as 
long as their distance 4, is smaller than a given resolution parameter d+,, 
which measures the maximum transverse momentum between particles in 
a jet. As an example, Fig.39 shows the dependence of the 2 jets over 1 jet 
ratio on the value of A at both the parton level (before fragmentation) and 
the hadron level 1551. We can see that the statistical errors are very small 
and that the fragmentation dfects play a minor role in the jet ratios. There 
is however a small difference between the parton and hadron values, which 
has still to be understood before giving an error estimate on (L.. 
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- PS A=400 
. . . . . . . . A=100 
---- ME A=400 
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u I 

Figure 36: Transverse energ? correlation function n(w), equation (88). 
Monte Carlo events with Q’. M-’ .I 1000 Grl” based on the Parton Shower 
(PS ) model. thr Matrix Elements (ME, model and the Quark Parton Model 
(QPN 1, Tile error bars correspond to an integrated luminosity of 60 PC!-’ 
153. 
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Figure 39: Dependence of the 2-jet / l-jet ratio (excluding the proton rem- 
nant jet) on the A parameter [52]. A ilxed jet resolution dj~, = 5 GeV has 
been used. The corresponding mean values of a, are also given. 

5.2 Hard scattering of almost real photons , 

In most of the interactions at HERA, the scattered electron is emitted at 
very low angle, the squared transverse momentum Q2 is almost zero. This 
gives a unique opportunity to study high energy collisions of almost real 
photons with protons. A measurement of the total yp cross section is cer- 
tainly the first experiment to be done. Extrapolating from present data to 
HERA energies gives an uncertainty of about a factor 10. A more detailed 
discussion can be found in [l]. A s an illustration of the physics poten- 
tials, we consider in the following the photoproduction of large tranverse 
momentum jets and the production of prompt. photons. 

The dominant processes for jet productions are yq + gq and rg + q4 
where point-like photons (also called direct photons) interact with a quark 
or a gluon from the proton. There are furthermore other contributions 
of Higher Order which correspond to quarks or gluons, issued from the 
quasi real photons, interacting with quarks and gluons from the proton. 
The Higher Order processes are called resolved photon procusses and con- 
tribute to the anomalous structure function of the photon. The transverse 
momentum distribution and the relative importance of the two types of 
contributions are illustrated in Fig.40 1571. At large transverse momentum 
the rates are large and calculable : 5. 10’ jets with pt > 10 GeV per 
pb-‘. A more detailed break down between direct and resolved photons 
contribution is given in Fig.41 1571. It is clear that the Higher Order sub- 
processes (mainly resolved photons) dominate the jet cross section at low 
and medium pt. Only at large pt (> 50 GeV), the Leading Order (direct 
photons) dominate. In Fig.40 and 41, the p, spectrum stops at pt > 5 GeV 
because at lower p, there is an other anomalous contribution : the so-called 
VDM component. which should not be neglected. At higher pt, the hard 
scattering of almost real photons will be clearly identified and studied for 
the first time. 

Another example of subprocess to test QCD in photoproduction events 
is the production of real photons at large transverse momentum. As in the 
photoproduction there are two main sources of contibutions : 

1. Direct photons : 
YQ-‘YS I (90) 

2. Resolved photons : 

(91) 
(92) 

The corresponding Feynman diagrams are shown in Fig.42. Observation 
of prompt photons is therefore a source of information on both the proton 
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The Feynman diagram for the yq-yq Born subprocess. 

The Feynman diagram for the q7gP+yq subprocess. 

The Feynman diagram for the g7qP+yq subprocess. 

Figure 42: The Feynman diagrama for production of prompt photons . 

structure and the anomalous photon structure. As can be seen in k 1g.43, 
the production rat.es are modest but sufficient. At p: b 20GeV, we ian ex- 
pect. about 40 events per GeV and per year (lOOpb-‘) 1581. At p: = bGeV, 
the production cross section by direct photons is two orders of magnitude 
smaller than by resolved photons. The two modes of production by resolved 
photons (equations 91 and 92) give rise to different topologies in the labo- 
ratory frame. As can be seen in Fig.44, the angular and energy spectrum 
differ complet,ely 1591. The prompt photons produced by the quark compo- 
nent of the exchanged photons are emitted preferentially at 90’ with a low 
energy. Conversely, all prompt photons produced in the very forward direc- 
tion (proton side) are very energetic and come from the gluonic component 
of the exchanged photon. The theoretical predictions are firmly established 
and do not depend significantly on the assumed parton distributions [58]. 
Production of prompt photons has been claimed to be a benchmark for 
standard physics (581, however the experimental aspects and especially the 
r” background deserve very detailed st.udies. 

5.3 Valence and sea quarks momentum distributions 

In ep collisions, at, HERA energies, it is possible to disentangle (at least 
partially) the flavour distributions in the differential cross section of not 
only charged current events (similar to vp collisions) but also of neutral 
current events thanks to the xFS contribution (eq. 41 and 42). 

Let us consider firstly the charged current events. In the Quark Parton 
model, when the electron beams are not polarised, the differential cross 
sections read : 

dude-) ____ = 
dxdy 

dwc(e+) ~ = 
dxdy 

taZs 
4 sin’ Qw( Q2 + rn$)* 

7ra’s 
4 sin’ Ow( QZ + mzw)’ 

c xW,QZ) + (1 - YY c W(XIQZ,) 
f=u.c f=d,. ‘I 

(93) 

l (94) 

It is obvious that at large x (x > 0.2), where the sea quark contribution is 
negligible, the valence quarks can be approximated from : 

Ccc(e+) = (1 -y)‘d, 
t+cc(e-) = u, 

(95) 
(96) 
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Figure 44: The cross sections du/dEG for the prompt photons production 
due to the resolved photons subprocessee g’ + 9’ + -y + q and q’ + gP -+ y + q 
aa a function of the photon energy Ev in the laboratory frame [SS]. The 
corresponding scattering angles are also indicated. 

Figure 43: The transverse momentum distribution of prompt photons in the 
process e+p -* y+X, where the initial state photons are produced assuming 
the equivalent photon approximation [55]. The curve marked ‘FULL’ is the 
cross section with the full set of subprocesses . 
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where 
3cc(ef) = 4sin’%(Q’ + m&)l dmc(e*) 

mx2S dzdy (97) 

The anticipated precision on ccc, evaluated in the good acceptance do- 
main [60], is given in Fig.45, as a function of z but averaged in Qz for 
an integrated luminosity of 200 pb-‘. Also shown are the values of dcc at 
various chosen Q’. The average Q’ at HERA is two orders of magnitude 
larger than at present fixed target experiments. The shrinking due to the 
Q2 evolution should be clearly visible on the up and down valence quarks 
separately. It should be noted that other quark distributions, for example 
the pure singlet structure function or u, - d,,can be obtained by combining 
CC differential cross sections from e+ and e- beams after proper weighting. 

I’% 
As for NC events, in addition to the basic F;” structure function (see 

section 4.1, equation 49), the following combination can be extracted : 

($te - ;+, - &de-) - &de+) 
Br(Q2) 

where Snrc and Bf(Q’) are defined in equations 47 and 44 respectively. The 
statistical accuracy is rather modest [SO]. 

Much more statistically powerful are the combinations of CC and NC 
differential cross sections from e+ and e- beams. It is possible to exactly 
unfold quark distributions as : 

u = u+fi+c+E (99) 
D = d+d+s+a (100) 
u .CO = u-u, (101) 
D ,eo = D-d,, (102) 

and many other combinations which can be found in reference 160). Once 
the unavoidable systematics when combining data sets with different beam 
conditions (e’ and e-) are well under control, the statistical accuracy on the 
above quantities should be impressive (Figs.46 and 47) and will drastically 
improve the knowlege of momentum distributions of valence and sea quarks 
in free protons. 

5.4 Electroweak tests 

From the differential cross sections of neutral and charged current events, 
we have seen that it is possible to extract quark momentum distributions 
(see section 5.3) and to perform very precise QCD tests (see section 4.1). 
Moreover, from asymmetries or ratios of cross sections, in which the quark 
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Figure 45: Determination of the quslk distributions (a) z(u, + S/2) from 
the CC c- crow section and (b) r(& + S/2) from the CC et crow section, 
averaged over 0.03 < y < 0.15, where S = &(qf + Q) - u, - 4 = U,, + 
V,,, denotes the total quark wes. The Monte Carlo points correspond to an 
integrated luminosity of 200 pb-’ per be.sm condition [57] and are ‘drawn M 
full circlea in the good acceptance domain (Fig. 20). The curves represent the 
6ame quantities evaluated from the input distributions (261 for Qz = PO (long- 
dashed), lo2 (dash-dotted), 10’ (dashed), 10’ dotted GeVz snd @\ = zgu 
W). 
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Figure 46: Separate extraction of (a) the totd uptype quark distribution 
ou  = z(u + Q  + c +  E) and  (b) the totd down-type quark distribution ZD = 
z(d + d  + I +  I) from the NC and  the CC c*p crow sections averaged over 
0.03 < 1y < 0.3 [57]. Further explanations on  the MC result and  the curvea 
are given in Fig. 45. 
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Figure 47: Separate extraction of the nees quark distributions for (IA) the up  
type quark f lavoum U,, end  (b) dl qnslk f lavoura (V, +  b,“) (equ. QQ), 
from the NC and  the CC c*p crow sections, averaged over 0.65 < B < 1. [57j. 
Further explanations on  the MC result and  the curvea are giv,en in Fig. 45. 
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distributions cancel out, it is possible to get electroweak parameters with 
precisions still competitive at present, but which could be superseded by 
anticipated results at the FNAL Tevatron or at LEPZOO. Some of the most 
efficient tests will be performed with polarised beams. When the electron 
beams (e+ or e-) have a longitudinal polarisation A the CC cross sections 
are equal to the unpolarised cross sections (eq.93) multiplied by a factor 
(1 - A) for e- beams and a factor (1 + ,I) for e+ beams. There are no 
charged current interactions with ei and et 100% polarised beams. 

As for the NC cross sections, the coefficients AI and Bt(Q’), defined 
in equation (44), should be modified into [Sl] : 

AFeR(Q2) = e; - 2e,(a. zt a,)ufPz + (we f CI.)~(U; + ui)Pi (103) 

BFR(Q2) = T2ef(ve f a,)afPz f 2(u. f a,)‘ufafPj (104) 

In the above relations, the On Mass Shell (OMS) renormalisation scheme 
has been assumed, that is : 

(105) 

Thus, only two of the three parameters are independent. Moreover the mass 
of the 2’ is at present so accurately measured, that only one parameter 
could be improved at HERA, the W mass, mw. There are many ways to 
extract mw from the differential NC and CC cross sections in ep collisions. 
From detailed studies 1621 it turned out that the most precise methods are 
to consider the ratio of neutral currents to charged current events : 

R-(X) = s 

or the pure neutral current asymmetry : 

A-(-0.8) = uic(~) - uNc(--X) 
u&(X) + u&(-X) 

(106) 

The expected values on R- and A- are shown in Fig.48 for an integrated 
luminosity of 200 p5-r, that is 100 pb-’ per beam conditions in the asym- 
metry measurement and assuming a rather optimistic polarisation of 80%. 
The resulting precisions on nw are shown in Fig.49 as a function of the 
polarisation X. We can see that the most precise value is obtained from 
the ratio R- , and that the precision on mw depends only weakly on the 
polarisation of the beam as far as X is negative or slightly positive (Fig.49). 
With 80% of polarisation the statistical error on mw is 6mw = 100 MeV 
1621. The error is only 25% larger when the e- beam is not polarised. As 
to the systematic errors, there me two main sources : detector effect and 
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Figure 48: Statiaticd precision on the neutral current asymmetry A- and 
the ratio of neutral to to charged current events R- as a function of Qz [59]. 
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F i g u re  4 9 : S ta ti s ti c a l  p re c i s i o n  o n  M w  M  a  fu n c ti o n  o f th e  b e a m  p o l a r i a a ti o n s  
fo r  th e  p u re  n e u trd  c u rre n t s s y x ru n e try  ra ti o s  A + * -  a n d  th e  ra ti o  o f n e u tra l  
to  c h a rg e d  c u rre n t e v e n ts  R + * -  [5 9 ]. 

u n c e rta i n ty  o n  q u a rk  m o m e n tu m  d i s tri b u ti o n s . T h e  d e te c to r  ffe c ts  a re  
b e i n g  s tu d i e d  a n d  d o  n o t l o o k  p ro h i b i ti v e  i n  th e  ra ti o  R - [l ]. k  h e  q u a rk  
d i s tri b u ti o n s  d o  n o t c a n c e l  o u t c o m p l e te l y  i n  th e  ra ti o  o f n e u trd :c u rre n t to  
c h a rg e d  c u rre n t e v e n ts . A n  u n c e rta i n ty  o f o n l y  1 0 %  o n  th e  v a l e n c e  q u a rk  
u , o r  d , o r o n  th e  s e a  q u a rk  d i s tri b u ti o n s  w o u l d  i n d u c e  a n  e rro r  o f a b o u t 
1 0 0  M e V  o n  m w  (6 2 1 . 

In  s u m m a ry , w h e n  c o m p a re d  to  th e  a n ti c i p a te d  p re c i s i o n 6  o n  m w  a c h i e v - 
a b l e  a t L E P  II o r  a t th e  F N A L  T e v a tro n , th e  m e a s u re m e n t o f e l c c tro w e a k  
p a ra m e te rs  d o e s  n o t l o o k  to  b e  th e  m o s t p ro m i s i n g  p h y s i c s  a t H E R A . H o w - 
e v e r, th i s  i s  o n l y  tru e  fo r  p re c i s e  m e a s u re m e n ts  o f e l e c tro w e a k  p a ra m e te rs . 
A t H E R A , i t w i l l  b e  th e  fi rs t ti m e  th a t th e s e  p a ra m e te rs  w i l l  b e  m e a s u re d  i n  
l a rg e  s p a c e - l i k e  Q r i n te ra c ti o n s , m o re o v e r th e  m o s t i n te re s ti n g  e l e c tro w e a k  
p h y s i c s  w i l l  b e  m o s t l i k e l y  th e  s e n s i ti v i ty  (d i s c o v e ry  ? )  o f p h y s i c s  b e y o n d  
th e  S ta n d a rd  M o d e l  w h e re  th e  p o h u i s a ti o n  w i l l  b r i n g  u n r i v d l e d  i n fo rm a - 
ti o n . 

6  E x o ti c  p h y s i c s  

H E R A , b y  e x p l o r i n g  a  n e w  e n e rg y  d o m a i n , h a s  a  c e rta i n  o p p o rtu n i ty  w i n -  
d o w  to  d e te c t s i g n a l s  b e y o n d  th e  S ta n d a rd  M o d e l . T h e re  a re  m a n y  p ro - 
c e s s e s  n o t y e t e x c l u d e d  b y  th e  p re s e n t d a ta  w h i c h  c o u l d  b e  d i s c o v e re d  a t 
H E R A . W e  c a n n o t re v i e w  a l l  o f th e m  i n  th i s  l e c tu re  b u t ra th e r c o n c e n - 
tra te  o n  a  fe w  s a l i e n t e x a m p l e s . M o re  d e ta i l s  c a n  b e  fo u n d  i n  re fe re n c e s  
[6 3 ,6 4 ,1 ]. T h e  s e a rc h  fo r  n e w  s i g n a l s  c a n  b e  d i v i d e d  i n to  tw o  p a rts  : e i th e r 
d e te c ti n g  n e w  p a rti c l e s , fo r  e x a m p l e  l c p to q u a rk s  a n d  h e a v y  M a j o ra n a  n e u - 
tri n o s , o r  i n d i re c t d e te c ti o n  o f n e w  d y n a m i c s , th ro u g h  th e  a p p e a ra n c e  o f 
s m a l l  s y s te m a ti c  d e v i a ti o n s  k o m  th e  e x p e c te d  S ta n d a rd  M o d e l  c ro s s  s e c - 
ti o n s . E x a m p l e s  o f n e w  d y n a m i c s  a re  e x c h a n g e  o f n e w  b o s o m  W ’ s n d  2 ’ 
o r c o m p o s i te n e s s  o f l e p to n s  a n d  q u a rk s . 

6 .1  L e p to q u a rk s  a n d  L e p to g l u o n s  : 

L e p to q u a rk s , p a rti c l e s  w i th  q u a n tu m  n u m b e rs  o f b o th  l e p to n s  a n d  q u a rk s , 
a n d  l e p to g l u o n s  a re  i d e a l  e x o ti c  c a n d i d a te s  fo r  H E R A , s i n c e  th e y  c a n  b e  
p ro d u c e d  a s  s -c h a n n e l  re s o n a n c e s . L e p to q u a rk s  a r i s e  i n  a  n u m b e r o f th e - 
o re ti c a l  s c e n a r i o s  (c o m p o s i te  m o d e l s , G U T  th e o r i e s , s u p e r tri n g  i n s p i re d  c  
m o d e l s )  1 6 5 ,6 6 1 . H o w e v e r, o n l y  i n  th e o r i e s  w i th  c o n s e rv e d  b a ry o n  a n d  l e p - 
to n  n u m b e rs , l e p to q u a rk  m a s s e s  c a n  b e  o f o rd e r 1 0 0  G e V  (6 5 1  : 

rn L q  >  g L  1 .7  T e V  (1 0 8 ) 
w h e re  g r. i s  th e  re l a ti v e  c o u p l i n g  c o n s ta n t, d e fi n e d  a s  th e  ra ti o  o f th e  c o u - 
p l i n g  c o n s ta n t X i  to  th e  e l e c tro m a g n e ti c  c o u p l i n g  c o n s ta n t a .,, a n d  w h e re  
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the subscript L denotes the helicity of the coupling and 

(109) 

When gr = 1, the coupling is just equal to the electromagnetic coupling. 
The present experimental limits are of order 100 Gel’, well below the kine- 
matical limits at HERA [67]. Production and decay diagrams of lepto- 
quarks arc shown in Fig.50. A model independent formulation of the cross 
section reads [65] : 

&@t.d = & 7 { I4 + A&R + 2 Re ((A, + AzMQ],,, 
+ lALcoI;,,s} g,(“r Q’) (110) 

where the usual deep inelastic cross section has been recast in terms of the 
amplitudes k, and AZ multiplied by the quark densities 71. The leptoquark 
production amplitude ALQ has a simple Breit-Wigner form given by : 

A:,,( Xi + Ai)2 

lAL41Z3 = f (j - miQ) + miQrLQ (111) 

where i = z s. The width of the leptoquark, ~LQ, is very narrow , 

1 
rLQ = --(2x; •k Xi)rnLQ 16x 012) 

thus giving rise to a &function like peak in the z distribution at E = 
miQ/d. For a leptoquark S, depending on the decay mode (Fig.SO), z can 
be reconstructed either from the scattered electron (S + eu) or from the 
hadron flow (S + vd). As is shown in Fig.51 from reference [SS], in both 
methods of reconstruction, the resonance signals in the z distribution arc 
clean, even for couplings as small as gL N 0.01. The event rates, for an 
integrated luminosity of 200 pb-r, arc shown in Fig.52. They do depend 
strongly on the masses and the couplings. A leptoquark of mass up to 
200 GeV can be discovered at HERA if the coupling value gL is of order 
0.03. 

Leptogluons are more speculative, since they couple in a non renormal- 
izable way to leptons and gluons 1641. The production diagram is shown in 
Fig.53. The amplitude does not int.erfere with the deep inelastic amphtude, 
the production cross section is simply given by [SS] : 

Figure 50: Diagrams for S leptoquark production. Xote that. leptoquarks 
can decay into S -+ 4, only when the left handed coupling X is non zero. 

8r’a. rn& 
a=-ha d 
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Figure 53: Diagram for lcpt,ngluon LG production. 

where ~LQ is the mass of the leptogluon, A the coupling s+ength and 
G(z) the gluon density in the proton. The experimental sign&ure should 
be similar to those of the leptoquarks. But leptogluons have’s spin l/2, 
whereas leptoquarks are preferentially scalar particles. It is thus possible 
to distinguish between leptoquarks and leptogluons by studying the lepton 
decay angular distributions (681. Production rates, as shown in Fig.54, 
depend on the ratio mLc/h. In the most favorable case, where mLo = A 
[68], leptogluons of mass up to 300 GeV could be discovered at HERA. 

6.2 Heavy Majorana neutrinos 

Majorana neutrinos are an other example of ided, but. highly specula- 
tive, particles which could be directly produced at HERA. In classical the- 
ory, lepton number conservation is only sacred when the usual neutrinos 
( v,,v,,v~~,) are exactly massless. In a number of unified theories, the usual 
neutrinos get a very small mass and right-handed Majorana neutrinos arc 
added to the fcrmions of the Standard Model. The mass of the Majo- 
rana neutrino reflects the spontaneous breaking of B - L, the difference of 
baryon and lepton number 1701. In ep collisions, Majorana neutrinos can 
be produced in charged current processes through their mixing with light 
neutrinos. They could be detected through the decay, AL = 2, into a wrong 
sign electron plus hadrons (Fig.55). Depending on the mixing parameters, 
but thanks to the very spectacular signature, heavy neutrinos with masses 
up to 160 GeV can be discovered at HERA nominal beam energies 1701. 

6.3 New W’ and 2’ bosons 

The existence of additional gauge bosons is predicted by Fxt.ension of the 
Standard Model such as composit.eness, superstrings, grand-unified theories 
and Left-Right symmetric. Direct. production and detection in some suit- 
able decay channel seems to be out of reach of HERA. The only possibility 
is to detect. some changes in the standard electroweak crdss sections due to 
Z - Z’ and M’ - W’ mixing. The sensitivity of HERA to new bosons has 
been evaluated in the Es and Left-Right Symmetric models 171). 

6.3.1 W;, I 

A WA boson which couples to right handed currents is exchanged in the 
process ep -+ VRX. We have seen above that in the specific case where VR is 
a Majorana neutrino of order 100 GeV, spectacular signatures are expected 
at HERA. But in most of the cases, such as Dirac neutrinos or very heavy 
Majorana neutrinos, we have to rely on indirect searches. Studies have been 
made using using the Left-Right symmetric model. In this model, a new 
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Leptogluon mass (GeV/c’) 
Figurr 55: Production and decay of heavy Majorana neutrinos. 

Figure 54: Evrnt rates, for an integrated luminosity of ZOOph-‘, as a function 
of the leptogluon mass, (a) coupling strength A = rnr,~ and (b) A = lOm,r,c 
1651. 
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group SU(Z)R, whose coupling is equal to those of the standard SU(Z)L 
group, is added. For quantitative estimates an integrated luminosity of 
125pbk’ and a polarisation of 80% have been assumed. An upper bound of 
400 GcV could be put on rnw; if no effect is observed in the cross section 
du(e~)/dQ’ , at the 90% confidence level [71]. 

6.3.2 Z’ 

Studies of sensitivities to a new Z’ boson have been made in the same Left- 
Right symmetric model as in WA searches. The most sensitive observable is 
Ai;, the asymmetry between electron and postitron polarised righthanded 
beams. An upper bound of 470 GeV can be reached 1711. However, the 
sensitivity to a new weak boson depends strongly on the model considered. 
Another quantitative estimate has been made in the Es model. In this 
model, two V(l)‘s groups, U(l), and U(l)+, are added to the standard 
SU(3)c x Sum x U(l)y groups [72]. The Z’ boson is a superposition of 
the U(l), and U(l)* gauge fields & and Z,, respectively : 

Z’= Z+cosa+Z,sina (114) 

The upper bounds on the Z’ mass which can be reached at HERA vary 
by a factor 3 as a function of the mixing angle Q 1711. The highest bound 
in Es models amounts to 300 GeV and is obtained when sina = 1 (i.e. 
cos o = 0). In this specific case the best observable is the unpolarised cross 
section do( e+ )/dQ’. 

6.4 Contact Interactions 

New physics at, a mass scale A of order 1 Tel/ can be detected in ep collisions 
at a much lower energy QZ < A*, through interference of the 7 and 2 field 
with the new neutral current. The effective Lagrangian reads, in an obvious 
notat,ion : 

,yJJ = LSM + L’ 
(115) 

The exotic Lagrangian L’ has the simple form of a point-like four-fermion 
Lagrangian when the new physics manifests itself as residual contact in- 
teractions at low energy. These interactions could be remnants of a new 
confining force associated with a futher level of substructure (compositr- 
ness) and interchange of common subconstituents. However, as indicated 
in Fig.56, also the exchange of new heavy bosons or new vector boson reso- 
nances can lead to similar four-fermion interactions j73j. The most general 
four-fermion Lagrangian with helicity and flavour conservation reads : 

e e 
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Figure 56: Effective four-fcrmion interaction generated by (a) interchange of 
subconstituents, (b) exchange of new heavy gauge bosons, and (c) exchange 
of hravy v&or mrson resonance (701. 

L’ = *$ (ey”e). (qY,&)b (116) 
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where the indexes a and b denote the chiral structure of the current (Left, 
Right, Vector, Axial). It is convenient to define a scale of compositeness 
A’ as : 

1 1 g2 -=-- 
A” 4x A2 (117) 

leaving A’ as the only free parameter. 
To assess the sensitivity to A’, a x2 analysis was performed by com- 

paring the Standard Model predictions to the contact interaction on asym- 
metries between various lepton charges and polarisation states 1741. The 
resulting sensitivity limits of HERA for th e scale of compositeness ranges 
between 3 and 7 TeV, depending on the chiral structure of the int,eraction. 
Without polarisation these limits would be 1 to 2 Tel’ lower. 

7 Conclusion 

With HERA it will be possible to explore the proton in a domain two 
orders of magnitude smaller in z and two orders of magnitude larger in 
Q2 than what has been reached in fixed target experiments. With the 
advent. of the first data in spring 1992, the most promising topics for early 
physics seem to be the deep inelastic scattering at very small z and the 
hard processes of almost real photon proton collisions. Without, of course, 
excluding a surprise when, for the first time, rm electron and a quark will 
collide with 314 Get’ in the centre of mass. On a longer time scale, the 
Standard Model will be tested on a number of new facets, with the (secret) 
hope for experimentrdists and theorists that the famous deviations from the 
Standard Model wiIl be first established at HERA, but may be only with 
longitudinally polarised beams. 
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